Abstract-This
Introduction
A rational investor in the capital market will consider all relevant information before making certain decisions; the decision to buy, sell, or hold securities. Assuming all investors were rational, it can be argued that securities prices reflect all information. The market is said to be efficient when securities prices reflect all available informations. In efficient capital markets, it is difficult for investors to earn profits above normal levels consistently by conducting transactions on the exchange. In the less efficient capital markets, less securities prices can reflect all the information available or time gaps arise in the process of price adjustment, so it will open up the opportunity for investors to make profits by exploiting the situation.
It has been known three forms of market efficiency, namely: weak, semi-strong and strong efficiency forms. Weak form market efficiency hypothesis states that current prices already reflect all past information of traded securities; namely information on prices and trading volume. An investor in a market with weak form of efficiency can not gain above normal by using certain trading rules based on past trading informations. Nevertheless,results of the studies in the capital markets of various countries has detected some regularity. Such regularity is known as market anomalies. In the event of anomalies, the rate of return on the capital market will be incompatible with the efficient market hypothesis' prediction.
One form of market anomalies, is the tendency to significance differences in stock returns at certain times, which is known as seasonal regularities (Lakonishok and Smidt, 1989 ) is often called into seasonality. Some forms of seasonality that often observed are: 1) day of the week effect or weekend effect Gibson and Hess, 1981; Lakonishok and Levi, 1982) , 2) monthly effect , and 3) holiday effect . reported a tendency of higher pre-holiday market returns on the eight holidays in the United States. Studies of the holiday effect on international stock markets find that the holiday effect would occur after a holiday (Picou, 2006) . In countries that are characterized by national cultural dimensions of high long term orientation (Hofstede, 2010) holiday effect is related to the religious or cultural holiday events Mehran et al., 2012; Yuan and Gupta, 2014) .
The existence of seasonality showed the inefficiency of a stock market of a country and ultimately will affect the decisions of investors. Therefore it is quite interesting to examine whether there is any holiday effect in the Indonesian stock market, especially in the religious holidays of four religions with a large enough number of adherents in Indonesia, namely: Islam, Catholicism, Christianity, and Confucianism. Specifically, religious holidays that became the object of study are the Eid al-Fitr, Eid al-Adha, Christmas, Easter and Chinese New Year. Selection of the feast is done by considering the number of adherents of the three dominant religion in Indonesia reached 97.04% of the Indonesian population (Census 2010 Data -The Central Bureau of Statistics of the Republic of Indonesia), while the Chinese New Year is celebrated by the ethnic Chinese population of different religious backgrounds.
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Efficient Market Hypothesis
According to , an efficient capital market is a market where the price of traded securities already reflect all relevant information. According to Fama (1970) the stock price will change only when there is new information, which in essence, can not be predicted in advance. The more complete and faster new information is reflected in the price, the more efficient is the capital market. Market's speed in absorbing all of the available information depends on the types of information. Information that needs quick evaluation will have an impact on price changes rapidly (eg in minutes). Other types of information can have longer impact on the market reaction. Jones (2009) states that an efficient capital market can occur if any of the following conditions:
1. There are rational investors in considerable amounts, oriented towards profit maximization, active and are price takers. 2. The information provided is free and can be accessed easily by the market participants in the relatively same time. 3. The production of the information occur randomly 4. Investors reacted quickly and appropriately to the emergence of new information.
One implication of efficient capital markets is that any changes in the market price of the next period will really take into account all the information regarding the condition of the market fundamentals that arrived between different time. Fundamental values that arise from the information will be quickly reflected in stock prices, and therefore arbitrage opportunities will be lost. Another implication is that the strategy of the efficient market trading (technical analysis) that is designed to beat the market can not generate profits above normal profits consistently. An investor can not benefit above normal in the long term. This is r the fact that the possibility that the stock price will rise in the next day is equal to the probability of the price will fall. Hence in the efficient capital market the superior strategy in stock trading is buy and hold.
Market Anomaly
Several studies conducted by the French (1980), Gibson and Hess (1981), Lakonishok and Levi (1982) , , and showed the presence of anomalies in the capital market in the form of a repeating pattern of returns (regularities generated by the market anomalies are on contrary to what is predicted in the efficient market hypothesis.
One of the form of market anomaly is holiday effect, ie the significance differences of stock return in a few days before or after the holiday compared with an average return of other trading days. Studies in the United States by showed that pre-holiday return tend to be more higher than other days return, while studies in six other countries by Picou (2006) indicates that the holiday effect occurs after the holidays.
Study of holiday effect on religious events have been performed in many occasions. Mehran et al. (2012) found that in the American market the average daily return around nine days of religious Jews in are 32 times higher than the average return of other trading day. Religious nuance of celebrations also found to affect the market return, which on the feast of joyful nuances returns tend to rise, while in the feast of the solemn nuances returns tend to fa Yuan and Gupta (2014) on stock return of some stock reflected in the price, the more efficient is the capital market. Market's speed in absorbing all of the available information depends on the types of information.
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One of the form of market anomaly is holiday effect, ie the significance differences of stock return in a few days after the holiday compared with an average return of other trading days. Studies in the United States by Ariel holiday return tend to be more higher than other days return, while studies in six other es that the holiday effect Study of holiday effect on religious events have been performed in many occasions. Mehran et al. (2012) found that in the American market the average daily return around re 32 times higher than the average return of other trading day. Religious nuance of celebrations also found to affect the market return, which on the feast of joyful nuances returns tend to rise, while in the feast of the solemn nuances returns tend to fall. Studies by Yuan and Gupta (2014) on stock return of some stock market in East Asian countries and India found a positive effect on pre-Chinese Lunar New Year. Chinese New Year effect was also found in Singapore and Malaysia stock market . Furthermore, Chan et al. Also found the effect of the Islamic New Year and Vesak; but had no found Eid al-Fitr effect. Table 1 Descriptive The average post-holiday market as a whole was higher than the average return of pre trading returns. Overall post higher than regular trading days return. In contrast, the average pre-holiday return tend trading days return. These conditions, may appear as the effect of pre-holiday selling impulse, followed by post holiday buying. Observations on the trading day before and after each holiday that show that the return is lower i Result holiday market as a whole was higher than the average return of pre-holiday and regular day trading returns. Overall post-holiday return four times higher than regular trading days return. In contrast, the holiday return tend to be lower than the regular trading days return. These conditions, may appear as the holiday selling impulse, followed by postholiday buying. Observations on the trading day before and after each holiday that show that the return is lower in the
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pre-holiday and higher in the post-holiday, were consistent for almost all religious holidays, except for Eid al Since post-Eid, the average return is negative. Table 2 Overall Pre and Post Holiday Effect Tests using different pre and post ho days) on the allover holiday showed consistent results. There is a significant positive effect on the trading day after the holiday market return in the Indonesian stock market. It should be underlined the low value of coefficient of determination and no significant simultaneous test, lead to the the higher role of other factors or a need of better model. Table 3 Pre and Post Holiday Effect Tests using the various pre and post holiday return show that in general there are significant influence of post holiday trading day on the market return, with the exception of the trading day after the Chinese Lunar New Year that has no effect. Unlike the other holidays, the post holiday, were consistent for almost all religious holidays, except for Eid al-Fitr.
Eid, the average return is negative.
Tests using different pre and post holiday (5 and 3 days) on the allover holiday showed consistent results. There is a significant positive effect on the trading day after the holiday market return in the Indonesian stock market. It should be underlined the low value of coefficient of nation and no significant simultaneous test, lead to the the higher role of other factors or a need of better model.
Tests using the various pre and post holiday return show that in general there are significant influence of postholiday trading day on the market return, with the exception of the trading day after the Chinese Lunar New Year that other holidays, the post-Eid al-Fitr trading day negatively affect the market return. This may be related to the tendency of Indonesian people to extend Eid holiday, which resulted in the slow market recovery followed by a post-holiday selling. Tests on v holidays event were able to increase the coefficient of determination models..
Conclusion
Just like any other countries, holiday effect occur in Indonesia, where the post-holiday average return 4 times higher than the average return of other tradin effect of post-holiday trading day to market return quite diverse. Christmas, Easter and Eid al positive effect, Eid show negative effects, whereas the Chinese Lunar New year showed no effect. Although the holiday effect occurred in the Indonesian stock market, this anomaly was not able to fully explain the tendency of post holiday higher market return.
